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Dungeon master video game guide

By Jim Lynch on Nov 28th, 2008 at 6:54 pm This site can earn affiliate commissions from links on this page. Terms of Use. I need a Super Fast Hard Drive for Game that I'm planning to get a super fast hard drive very soon. My budget for the hard drive is around $150 USD. I don't have mine to achieve a smaller capacity, what I want is SPEED. What model would you recommend?
The best voice chat show for MMORPG Games I'm a little time player who is entering MMORPG with my nephews. I hate chat shots in games as it pulls out of the game to write messages. What is the best customer to use for it? I've seen/heard of the team, Ventrillo, and X-Fire (which come packages with most games). No one has seen a good review or made ET a review. I
would like a client that allows connections to free servers or one that I could host myself. Also the client/server should be CPU friendly and bandwidth friendly. Any information would be greatly appreciated. Buying a new monitor: LCD or CRT for the game two days ago my beautiful 225fb 22-inch CRT died. Three years ago, this $675 monitor was the top game CRT available. It
gave crazy high update rates: from 2048×1536 to 79 Hz to 1024×768 to 151 Hz. I'm a fan of games and in FPS games like Battlefield 2, this monitor was amazing. Here's the problem - Viewsonic no longer sells this monitor. Instead they sell the CRT Viewsonic G225FB for around $440 (excluding shipping). The G225FB has the same incredible update rates as my old monitor.
Should I buy the CRET Viewsonic G225FB or buy a new LCD? What's best for a hardcore player playing fast FPS games like Battlefield 2? I prefer to use 1024×768 for games because any higher resolution makes the text too small to read in drop-down menus, indicators, etc. I also like the high frame rate in this resolution for FPS games, flight sims, etc. As a hardcore player, I
don't want visual artifacts, ghost, frame rate decelerations, or mouse response issues. I have many games that don't support weird screen resolutions like 1280×1024 or seem strange on screens other than a 4:3 aspect ratio. From my research these last two days, it seems that high quality LCD have a native resolution either too high for games or the odd resolution of 1280×1024,
which squeezes images on the screen. All new LCD's appear to be widescreen, but many games don't support it. Is there an LCD that will support Battlefield 2, Trainz 2004, Lock On, IL-2, Brothers in Arms and Silent Hunter 3 without any visual or speed commitment? There are other CRT still badly done that have the same quality, resolution and updating rates as the Viewsonic
G225FB, but they are less Is it time to switch to an LCD for games or wait until the technology is perfected? I don't care how smart the monitor looks on my desktop or how much space it will save. All I care about is performance and a very high quality image on the screen. Also, please consider that my system is High end: AMD X2 4400 CPU, 2gb RAM, two Nvidia 7800GTX
cards running SLI. Any advice would be great. Do I have to build a gambling platform now or wait? I am looking to spend about $1,000 on a new gambling platform. My only problem is timing. Vista is coming out soon and with that DirectX 10 and with that DirectX 10 GPUs and with that DirectX 10 games. If I improve now, I'll end up with a letter from DirectX 9. The idea that my
system is obsolete in 6 months doesn't sit well with me. I know I can't wait for the new technology or I'll be waiting forever, but that seems like a great deal. Currently, I am running WinXPSP2, AMD 2400+, 1GB RAM and an ATI 9500 on a 266 FSB machine. He's doing well. It's served me well for the last 4 years, so I can't complain too much. I just want a better game platform so I
can get a better performance and raise the eye candy. Plus, it will be nice to have another desktop PC. I would like this new construction to last me at least two years. What should I do? I hope all this makes sense. I'm very tired. Any and all help is greatly appreciated. Games and Dolby 5.1 Sound HelpI have just built a great new platform. ASUS A8N32-Sli Deluxe together with
Creative X-fi Platinum. The woo-hoo. I have an optical cable that goes from the front I/O panel to the optics on my Yamaha HTR-5830. I have a 5.1 system and all connections are good. I wonder what settings I have to adjust in order to get the best sound for games like Counter-Strike, Halo, Rise of Nations Age of Empires, etc. My Yamaha is still only showing 2 active speakers as
opposed to a full 5.1. Are these Dolby games or not and how do I find out? That's it for this week, see you in the forums. Like the world of computers, video game systems are constantly improving. New technologies developed specifically for video game systems are being coupled with other new technologies, such as DVDs. So how do the big three match against each other?
Let's take a look at each system based on specific criteria. We'll start with processors. The PlayStation 3 uses a cell processor. Developed by Toshiba and IBM specifically for the gaming system, the concept behind this processor was to create a chip that acted as a biological cell in an organism. Computer is distributed in a single chip. Cell processors can cooperate with each
other, allowing you to create virtual supercomputers by linking multiple cell processors together. The Xbox 360 processor is an IBM Custom Power-PC-based CPU. It has three symmetrical nuclei running at 3.2 gigahertz (GHz) each. This processor has a lot of horsepower, but doesn't have the cellular architecture of the PlayStation 3 design. The Nintendo Wii processor isn't that
impressive. Is IBM Processor 729 megahertz (MHz). While the chip is not in the same league as its competitors, Nintendo executives say the processor is powerful enough to provide a fun gaming experience. Next comes we will see the graphics. The PlayStation 3 uses an RSX RSX graphic (GPU) running at 550 MHz. The Xbox 360 has a 500 MHz ATI GPU. The ATI Hollywood
243 MHz card powers nintendo Wii graphics. The PlayStation has the advantage in specs, although some gamers say they feel the Xbox makes better use of its capabilities than the PlayStation. Meanwhile, Nintendo claims that the company wants to focus more on making games fun and less on creating graphics. Audio is a similar story. The PlayStation 3 and Xbox 360 can
provide Dolby surround sound. The Nintendo Wii can produce stereo sound and simulate surround sound, but again its specifications fall short of the other two. All three systems can connect to the Internet. Microsoft's Xbox Live service is possibly the strongest presence in console internet games, but Sony is trying to change that. Nintendo made loyal fans very happy when it
announced that players would be able to buy and download many classic games to the Wii system. The three companies are also exploring social networking applications through these video game systems. The PlayStation 3 is also a blu-ray DVD player, which could give you the edge over the other two consoles. For people who want a Blu-ray player and a game system, the
PlayStation 3 is a tempting choice. Before the end of the HD record wars, Microsoft released an external HD-DVD drive that users could connect to their Xbox 360 console, but discontinued production in February 2008 after the HD-DVD format gave up the ghost [source: GamerScore Blog] For hardcore players, the choice is typically reduced to the PlayStation 3 or the Xbox 3
While the specs seem to favor Sony's console, other considerations such as gaming libraries and online gaming can draw players to Microsoft. Some players like to look back on compatibility – can new systems play games designed for older systems? The PS3 can play some games designed for the original PlayStation titles, but not PS2. The Xbox 360 can play most Xbox
games, but there may be compatibility issues with some games. It appeals to casual players - people who aren't necessarily interested in devoting hours of time to hone their skills and become game masters. Hardcore gamers can enjoy Wii games too. While the 360 and PS3 satiate the desire for players' blood, the Wii seems to have wider appeal. Which video game console will
reign supreme? Microsoft, Sony and Nintendo claim their respective console will sell most units. But no matter which company comes out on top, it's safe to say all players are winners. On the next page, we'll see some interesting facts about video game consoles. Making video games is many things, but is not one of them. Depending on the scope of the project, a single game can
take hundreds of people several years to build. And with fictitious markets and studios losing funding, even after announcing a game, there is still a possibility that it will be cancelled as these promising games. But some Capture the imagination of players more than others, and sometimes these games seem like they will never come out. Here are five games that have been
announced or heavily involved, games that people are suffocating at how little to play - games we've been waiting for for a long time. 5. Beyond Good &amp; Evil 2 Source: Ubisoft The original Beyond Good &amp; Evil came out in 2003. It is a unique game that stars Jade, an investigative reporter who is working on a case about an alien conspiracy around the planet. She can kick
her serious ass when the situation dictates, but she is also known to stop and photograph the wildlife when she has a moment off. The game was originally planned to be the first installment of a trilogy, but poor sales put a key in these gears. However, the game was well received by critics, and a cult fan base has been vocal enough that a sequel was announced in 2008. In the
years since, an HD remake of the original came out in 2011, but we haven't heard much about the supposed sequel. Is he still in the works? Will you really see the light of day? We may have one more time to wait before we know for sure. When we could see it: Ubisoft argues that this game is under development and will be released at some point this generation of consoles.
According to one rumor, it could be an exclusive NX. 4. Kingdom Hearts 3 Source: Square Enix For a certain segment of fans, kingdom hearts games are a dream come true. They combine beloved Disney characters with fan favorites from Square Enix's Final Fantasy series. If you happen to fit into the target audience, chances are you are well aware of this long-running series.
The original Kingdom Hearts came out for playstation 2 in 2002 and has seen seven sequels in the interim. So it's a little odd that the series hasn't managed to produce an official third installment, instead sticking to prequels, remakes, and - some would say - stuffing. Never be afraid. A third installment is on its way, and only comes on PlayStation 4 and Xbox One. No release date
has been set, but they have faith that this one will actually happen. When we could see it: Hopefully in 2017. 3. Final Fantasy XV Fun fact: The game currently called Final Fantasy XV began under the title Final Fantasy XIII Versus, which was first shown on public roads in 2006. Here we are closing in a decade later, and this game has not yet made it to the market. What's going
on? Well, Final Fantasy, once the main series of Japanese role-playing games, has fallen on somewhat difficult times. The 13th installment, in particular, did not exactly light the world on fire. In fact, most fans of the series would agree that it has been a slow-descent slide since Final Fantasy X came out in 2001. Developer Square Enix is looking to fix this tarnished reputation by
releasing a big major game for the 15th of the series. And judging by the trailer and demo it released alongside Final Fantasy Type-O HD, they're on the right track. It will be the finished product finished up to expectations? That's why we'll have to wait and see. When we could see it: November 29, 2016 2. The Last Guardian Many playstation players have long had a strong
connection to the works of the Ico team. So far, the developer has only released two titles, Ico and Shadow of the Colossus, but both are singular and beautiful games that have made a lasting impression. The Last Guardian is Team Ico's next project, first announced with this trailer in 2009. The game was scheduled to come out in 2011, but never hit the market. Fans finally had a
new look at the game at E3 2015, and some members of the press have even been able to play small chunks of it. Despite the assurances it will launch in 2016, many fans remain skeptical. When we could see it: Sometime in 2016... Hopefully. 1. Half-Life 3 Source: Valve If there is a more famous game not to exist than The Last Guardian, it is Half-Life 3. If you haven't played the
other half-life games, you might wonder what the big deal is. First, it's a fabulous series of shooters that tells a great story. In fact, the series really laid the groundwork for all story-based shooters to come. It's no stretch to say that the original half-life was probably the first shooter to tell a story worth following at all. Making matters worse, however, is that the latest installment, Half-
Life 2: Episode Two, which came out in 2007, ended up on a big cliff. But instead of continuing this series and playing with the hanging thread of this story, Valve shifted its efforts to the (also excellent) Portal series. By now, demand for Half-Life 3 has reached a fever pitch that, even if Valve finally delivers the game, could not live up to expectations. But make us a solid anyway,
Valve – give us Half-Life 3! When we could see it: There is no idea, and there is no evidence that it is under development. Follow Chris on Twitter @_chrislreed and take a photo of the cheat sheet on Facebook! Facebook!
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